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     Reaction rate experiments on the accelerator-driven system (ADS) are conducted by 

combining a critical assembly of a solid-moderated and -reflected core with a pulsed neutron 

generator.  Neutrons (14 MeV) generated from the accelerator are injected into a subcritical 

system and the reaction rates are measured by the foil activation method to obtain neutronic 

spectrum data.  The numerical calculations are executed by MCNPX with ENDF/B-VI.8, 

JENDL-3.3 and JENDL/D-99 libraries to evaluate the reaction rates of activation foils set in 

the center of the core.  For the ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons, the C/E values 

between the experiments and the calculations are found to be well within the relative 

difference of about 30% in all foils up to subcriticality 1.05 %Δk/k.  The reaction rates don’t 

depend on the subcriticality level in cases of 115In, 56Fe (purity 99.99%), 27Al, whereas 

subcriticality dependence is observed in 93Nb.  In the critical experiments carried out in the 

A, B and C cores, special mention should be made of the remarkable effect of the composition 

rate of 56Fe material.  Thus a remarkable improvement is observed in the accuracy of 

experimental and numerical reaction rates, demonstrating the importance of material impurity 
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for subcritical experiments. 
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1. Introduction 

     The accelerator-driven system (ADS) was first proposed as an energy amplifier system 

(Rubbia, 1995) that couples with a high-power accelerator and a thorium sustainable system.  

Another possible function of ADS was resolving the issue of the treatment of minor actinides 

(MAs) and long-lived fission products (LLFPs) from nuclear power plants.  While numerical 

simulations were executed by the deterministic and stochastic approaches (Nishihara et al., 

2008; Sugawara et al., 2010; 2011) regarding the evaluation of MAs and LLFPs burning in 

ADS, the current research activities on ADS involved mainly the experimental feasibility 

study using critical assemblies and test facilities: MASURCA (Soule et al., 2004; Plaschy et 

al., 2005; Lebrat et al., 2008), YALINA-booster and -thermal (Persson et al., 2008; Gohar et 

al., 2009; Tesinsky et al., 2011), VENUS-1 (Xia, 2009), and the Kyoto University Critical 

Assembly (KUCA) (Pyeon et al., 2007; 2008; 2009a; 2009b; 2010; Taninaka et al., 2010; 

2011).  The new ADS test facility of GUINEVERE (Uyttenhove et al., 2011) is being 

commissioned to start actual operation in subcritical states after the first critical experiments.  

     At the ADS facilities, reactor physics experiments were carried out to investigate 

neutronic characteristics through the measurements of several reactor physics parameters, 

including reaction rates, neutron spectrum, neutron multiplication (k-source), subcriticality 

and delayed neutron decay constants.  Among these, the neutron spectrum was considered an 

important parameter for recognizing information on neutron energy in the core.  In the 

MUSE experiments at MASURCA, neutron spectrum analyses were conducted 

experimentally by the foil activation method, and pertinent data revealed the importance of 

the following items: uncertainties associated with the cross section of the high-energy 

threshold, the exact location of the external source, the subcriticality level, the correct 

modeling at external anisotropy and spectrum change.  At KUCA, from the importance 

experiences in the MUSE experiments, additional experimental analyses (Pyeon et al., 2009b) 

focused on the reaction rates, by the foil activation method, for the subcriticality change: 

while the accuracy of the reaction rates was not satisfied within the allowance of error 
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between experiments and calculations, subcriticality dependence was demonstrated in 

reaction rate analyses, through the ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons.  Moreover, 

through the experimental and numerical analyses in the YALINA-booster with 14 MeV 

neutrons, some difficulty (Tesinsky et al., 2011) of precise reaction rates by MCNP (Team, 

2005) was revealed in subcritical systems. 

     In previous KUCA experiments, a large discrepancy between the experimental and 

numerical reaction rates was found in the ADS with 14 MeV neutrons.  Here, to resolve this 

discrepancy, first, special attention was paid to the reaction rate analyses of the critical state 

and the characteristics of some nuclei in activation foils: the composition ratio of material.  

The reaction rate experiments were carried out in the critical state at the KUCA A-core and 

B-core (polyethylene-moderated and -reflected core) and C-core (water-moderated and 

-reflected core; Pyeon et al., 2004).  Second, on the basis of the critical experiments, the 

ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons were conducted in the A-core, as in previous ADS 

experiments with 14 MeV neutrons; however, the neutron spectrum was different.  On the 

other hand, a neutron guide and a beam duct (Pyeon et al., 2007; 2008) were installed in the 

previous study to direct the highest number of neutrons generated at the tritium target, since 

the target is located outside the core.  Furthermore, a large size of activation foils was 

employed to attain a large number of γ-ray emission counts at the void region in the center of 

the core.  While the effect of the neutron guide and the beam duct was experimentally 

demonstrated to be valid from the viewpoint of neutron transportation from the target to the 

core center, an uncertainty factor caused by a large perturbation (large void region in the core 

center) was induced by the installation of the neutron guide and the beam duct in the 

experimental analyses.  In this study, the neutron guide and the beam duct were not installed 

for eliminating the uncertainty factor; efforts were made in the core configuration for 

achieving attachment of the core to the external source and attaining as high neutron flux and 

as much reactor power as possible in the core.  As a result, a small size of activation foils 

was possibly employed to exclude the uncertainty factors (self-shielding and source volume; 
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Pyeon et al., 2009b) evaluated in previous study.  

     The objective of this study was to examine the accuracy of reaction rates in the ADS 

experiments with 14 MeV neutrons, although the neutron spectrum was relatively hard in the 

polyethylene-moderated and -reflected core, as compared with previous studies.  The 

neutron spectrum experiments with 14 MeV neutrons generated by deuteron-tritium (D-T) 

reactions are shown in Sec. 2 and include descriptions of the core configuration and 

experimental settings.  The results of numerical analyses by the Monte Carlo calculation 

code MCNPX (Hendricks et al., 2005) combined with nuclear data libraries are presented in 

Sec. 3 and the conclusions are summarized in Sec. 4. 

 

 

2. Reaction Rate Experiments 

2.1. Core Configuration 

     At KUCA, A and B are polyethylene-moderated and -reflected cores, and C is a light 

water-moderated and -reflected one.  The three cores are operated at a low mW power in the 

normal operating state; the maximum power is 100 W.  The critical experiment for the 

reaction rates was carried out in the B-core (B3/8”P36EU(3); Fig. 1), which has fuel and 

polyethylene reflector rods (Fig. 2).  In the B-core, the fuel assembly is composed of 36 unit 

cells, and upper and lower polyethylene blocks about 591 and 537 mm long, respectively, in 

an aluminum (Al) sheath 54×54×1520 mm3.  For the fuel assembly, a unit cell in the fuel 

region is composed of a highly-enriched uranium fuel plate 1/16’’ thick, polyethylene plates 

1/8’’ and 1/4’’ thick.  In the C-core (C35G0(5); Fig. 3), the fuel region (284×303×735 mm3) 

comprises ten and five fuel assemblies loading 40 and 5 fuel plates, respectively, and the core 

is surrounded by light water.  The fuel plate is a highly-enriched uranium plate 600 mm long, 

62 mm wide and 1.5 mm thick with Al cladding 0.5 mm thick. 

       In the A-core (A1/8”P60EU-EU(3); Fig. 4), the normal fuel assembly (Fig. 5a) is 

composed of 60 unit cells, and upper and lower polyethylene blocks about 561 and 548 mm 
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long, respectively, in an Al sheath 54×54×1520 mm3 as in the B-core.  For the normal and 

partial fuel (Fig. 5b) assemblies, a unit cell in the fuel region is composed of a 

highly-enriched uranium fuel plate 1/8’’ (1/16”×2) and a polyethylene plate 1/8’’ thick.  The 

numeral 28 corresponds to the number of fuel plates in the partial fuel assembly used for 

reaching criticality mass.  The tritium target is located outside the core and is not easily 

moved to the center of the core because the control and safety rods are fixed in the core as the 

control driving system. 

 

2.2. Experimental Settings 

     In the critical experiments in the A and B cores, 56Fe, 27Al, 115In and 58Ni were selected 

as activation foils (Table 1) to cover a fission spectrum (average 2 MeV and peak 0.7 MeV), 

and 197Au was selected as a normalization factor for monitoring reactor power in the core.  

The reaction rate in the core was normalized by that of the 197Au foil emitted by 197Au(n, 

γ)198Au in the core.  Foil dimensions in the center of the core (15, O; Fig. 1) were as follows: 

56Fe, 27Al, 115In and 58Ni, 10×10×1 mm3; 197Au, 8 mm diameter and 0.05 mm thick, and five 

foils were set at an axial central position as shown in Fig. 6a.  In the C-core, foil dimensions 

and variations in the center of the core (8, O; Fig. 3) were the same as in the B-core, and five 

foils were set at the central position in the axial direction as shown in Fig. 6b.  The neutron 

spectrum (Fig. 7) in the A-core was very hard at KUCA, whereas the B and C cores were 

almost the same as in well-thermalized ones and as in previous ADS experiments with 14 

MeV neutrons (Pyeon et al., 2007; 2008).  The irradiation time of the activation foils and 

neutron flux level were one hour and 1×107 1/s/cm2, respectively, in the critical experiments 

conducted in the three (A, B and C) cores.  The experimental error in each activation foil 

was estimated to be about 5% (Pyeon et al., 2009b), including detection efficiency, their 

self-shielding effect, the statistical error of γ-ray counts and the full width at half maximum 

(FWHM) of the γ-ray spectrum peak. 

     In the subcritical experiments, instead of 58Ni used in the critical experiments, 93Nb was 
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selected as the activation foil to cover a wide range of threshold energy of 14 MeV neutrons, 

besides 56Fe, 27Al and 115In.  197Au in the core and another 93Nb at the target were selected as 

normalization factors for monitoring the reactor power and neutron source, respectively.  

The reaction rate experiments in the ADS with 14 MeV neutrons were carried out at 

subcriticality levels between 0.05 and 1.05 %Δk/k.  The measured subcriticality was 

obtained from the combination of the control and safety rod worth by the rod drop method 

and the control rod calibration curve by the positive period method.  Neutrons (14 MeV) 

generated by the D-T reactions were injected into a subcritical system under the following 

beam characteristics: 0.5 mA beam intensity; 40 Hz repetition rate; 5 μs pulsed width; 

1.0×108 1/s neutron yield. 

 

 

3. Experimental Analyses 

3.1. Numerical Simulations 

     The numerical calculations were executed by the Monte Carlo transport code, MCNPX  

together with ENDF/B-VI.8 (Rose, 1991) and JENDL-3.3 (Shibata et al., 2002) for transport, 

and JENDL/D-99 (Kobayashi et al., 2002) for reaction rates.  Here, in MCNPX, the 

calculated reaction rate was obtained from the evaluation of the volume tallies of activation 

foils.  Although the effects of their reactivity are negligible, the foils were included in the 

simulated geometry and transport calculations. 

     The precision of numerical criticalities and subcriticalities in the eigenvalue 

calculations was attained within the relative difference of 5% between the results of the 

experiments and the calculations.  The eigenvalue calculation was executed for 1000 active 

cycles of 50,000 histories.  The subcriticalities in the eigenvalue calculation had statistical 

errors within 0.01 %Δk/k and the reaction rates in critical and subcritical (the fixed-source) 

calculations were within 3%.  
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3.2. Critical Experiments 

     The experimental results of the reaction rates were obtained by measuring total counts 

of the peak energy of γ-ray emissions.  The saturation activity D∞  [1/s], which is 

proportional to the reaction rate [1/s/cm3], taking into consideration the unit weight [g] of 

each foil and the density [g/cm3], was calculated using the following equation: 

 

( )
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T T T
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e e eλ λ λ

λ α
ε∞ − − −
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=
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where λ indicates the decay constant, Tc the measurement counting time, C the counting rate, 

α the internal conversion coefficient, ε the detection efficiency, Ti the irradiation time, and Tw 

the waiting time until the start of the measurement after the irradiation.  Finally, the reaction 

rate was obtained from the saturation activity. 

     For the critical experiments in the B-core, a comparison (Table 2) between the 

experimental and the numerical values with ENDF-B-VI.8, JENDL-3.3 and JENDL/D-99 

showed fairly good agreement for 115In, 58Ni and 27Al with less than a relative difference of 

6% of the C/E value, whereas 56Fe still revealed a large discrepancy as obtained in the 

previous study.  Here, the large discrepancy in the C/E value of 56Fe was assumed to be 

caused by the composition ratio of material (foil): the purity of 56Fe.  The assumption was 

that 55Mn (composition 0.5% in purity 99.5% 56Fe; abundance ratio 100%) was activated by 

the absorption reactions 55Mn(n, γ)56Mn, and this 56Mn material in 55Mn(n, γ)56Mn (Table 1) 

was considered to be generated coincidently in almost the same way as in 56Fe(n, p)56Mn 

reactions.  Thus, the activity of 56Mn was the results of induced by two reactions 55Mn(n, 

γ)56Mn and 56Fe(n, p)56Mn, and the experimental results were overestimated in the C/E 

evaluation of 56Fe(n, p)56Mn reactions.  Under the calculation precision of ENDF/B-VI.8 in 

the B-core, the numerical analyses in the C and A cores were conducted by the combination of 

ENDF-B-VI.8 and JENDL/D-99. 
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     On the basis of the assumption made in the B-core experiments, an additional critical 

experiment was carried out in the C-core.  Foil dimensions were the same as in the B-core, 

and, six foils were employed as shown in Fig. 6b at position of (8, D) in Fig. 3.  The neutron 

spectrum was as well thermalized as in the B-core.  In the C-core, good accuracy (Table 3) 

of C/E values between the experiments and the calculations (ENDF-B-VI.8 and 

JENDL/D-99) was observed in the relative difference 8% at most for 115In, 58Ni, 27Al and 56Fe 

(purity 99.99%), whereas 56Fe (purity 99.5%) still revealed a large discrepancy as seen in the 

B-core.  From these results, 56Fe (purity 99.99%) was considered improved as remarkably as 

the relative difference 5% of the C/E value in the comparison between the purity of 99.5% 

and 99.99% of 56Fe, and the assumption mentioned in the B-core experiment was considered 

valid in the reaction rate analyses. 

     For confirming the purity issue through the experimental analyses, another critical 

experiment was carried out in the A-core.  Foil dimensions were the same as those in the 

B-core, and, five foils were attached as shown in Fig. 6a at the position of (15, L) in Fig. 4.  

The neutron spectrum (Fig. 7) in the A-core was a hard one among the KUCA cores compared 

with the previous ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons and the current B-core.  In the 

A-core, the relative difference (Table 4) between the experiments and the calculations 

(ENDF-B-VI.8 and JENDL/D-99) was found to be good around the relative difference 10% 

of the C/E value for all the foils (115In, 58Ni, 27Al and 56Fe of purity 99.99%). 

     From a series of critical experiments conducted at KUCA, the discrepancy in the C/E 

value of 56Fe was attributable to the composition ratio of material 56Fe, and the validity of the 

high purity of 99.99% of 56Fe was considered cogent attaining the accuracy of reaction rate 

analyses in the experiments and calculations. 

 

3.3. Subcritical Experiments with 14 MeV Neutrons 

     Before reaction rate analyses, a gold (Au) wire irradiation experiment was conducted in 

the A-core, under subcritical level 0.12 %Δk/k, to investigate the accuracy of reaction rate 
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analyses in the subcritical state.  The Au wire was set at position (11-19, Q-R) shown in Fig. 

4, and numerical analyses of the Au reaction rates were conducted by using MCNPX with 

ENDF-B-VI.8 and JENDL/D-99.  The good agreement of reaction rates between the 

experiments and calculations demonstrated that the numerical precision of reaction rates was 

reliable enough in the subcritical states of the KUCA A-core, as shown in Fig. 8. 

     In the subcritical range between 0.05 and 1.05 %Δk/k, a comparison (Table 5 and Fig. 

9) between the experiments and calculations (ENDF-B-VI.8 and JENDL/D-99) showed that 

the C/E values in 115In and 56Fe were fairly good around 10%, whereas those in 27Al and 93Nb 

were about 30%, with some exceptions, regardless of the subcriticality level.  The accuracy 

of experimental and numerical reaction rates was considered to be remarkably improved, as 

compared with that in previous ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons, demonstrating the 

validity of selecting 56Fe with a purity of 99.99% in the subcritical experiments and the 

precision of numerical analyses by using MCNPX together with ENDF/B-VI.8 and 

JENDL/D-99.  On the other hand, when the subcriticality level was deep, the C/E values in 

115In, 56Fe and 27Al were observed to be approximately constant under the subcritical level 

ranging between 0.05 and 1.05 %Δk/k.  In short, for 115In, 56Fe and 27Al, the subcriticality 

dependence was not found in the reaction rate analyses up to subcritical level 1.05 %Δk/k.  

Inversely, in case of 93Nb, the reaction rate analyses in the subcritical systems were still found 

to be dependent on subcriticality as in the previous study.  From these results, a remarkable 

improvement of reaction rates was successfully accomplished by excluding the effects of 

uncertainty factors, including the small size of activation foils and the large perturbation in the 

core, as much as possible. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

     Reaction rate experiments were carried out at KUCA to evaluate the accuracy of 

experiments and calculations under the subcritical states.  A comparison between the 
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experiments and the calculations by MCNPX with ENDF/B-VI.8 and JENDL/D-99 revealed 

the following: 

     Before subcritical experiments, critical experiments on the reaction rates of 115In, 56Fe, 

27Al and 58Ni foils were carried out in the A, B and C cores by the foil activation method, and 

the C/E values between the experiments and the calculations were almost within the relative 

difference of 10%.  In the critical experimental analyses, special mention should be made of 

the remarkable effect of the composition ratio of material 56Fe: the remarkable improvement 

of the large discrepancy between the experimental and numerical reaction rates by selecting 

56Fe with a purity of 99.99%. 

     For the ADS experiments with 14 MeV neutrons, the C/E value between the 

experiments and the calculations was found to be well within the relative difference of about 

30% in all foils, ranging between subcriticality 0.05 and 1.05 %Δk/k.  Furthermore, another 

remarkable effect attained was that no dependence of the reaction rates on the subcriticality 

level, in cases of 115In, 56Fe, 27Al, was found, whereas subcriticality dependence was observed 

in the reaction rates of 93Nb. 
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Table captions 

 

Table 1  Main characteristics of activation foils used in the critical and subcritical 

experiments 

Table 2  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the critical state (B-core) 

Table 3  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the critical state (C-core) 

Table 4  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the critical state (A-core) 

Table 5  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the subcritical states 

(A-core) 
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Table 1  Main characteristics of activation foils used in the critical and subcritical experiments 

 

Reaction Threshold  
[MeV] Half-life γ-ray energy 

[keV] 
Emission rate 

[%] 

115In (n, n') 115mIn 0.32 4.489 h  336.2 45.8 

58Ni (n, p) 58Co 0.90 70.82 d  810.8 99.4 

56Fe (n, p) 56Mn 2.97 2.578 h  846.8 

1810.7 

2113.1 

98.9 

27.2 

14.3 

27Al (n, α) 24Na 3.25 14.96 h 1368.6 

2754.1 

100 

99.9 

93Nb (n, 2n) 92mNb 8.9 10.15 d  934.3 99.9 

197Au (n, γ) 198Au - 2.695 d  411.8 95.5 

55Mn (n, γ) 56Mn - 2.578 h  846.8 

1810.7 

2113.1 

98.9 

27.2 

14.3 
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Table 2  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the critical state (B-core) 

 

C/E value 

Reaction 
Measured reaction rate 

[1/s/cm3] ENDF/B-VI.8 
JENDL/D-99 

JENDL-3.3 
JENDL/D-99 

115In (n, n') 115mIn (7.36 ± 0.06) ×105 0.98 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.01 

58Ni (n, p) 58Co (7.11 ± 0.03) ×105 0.95 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 

56Fe (n, p) 56Mn (*) (3.03 ± 0.01) ×105 0.03 ± 0.01 0.03 ± 0.01 

27Al (n, α) 24Na (4.57 ± 0.01) ×105 1.02 ± 0.03 0.96 ± 0.02 

197Au (n, γ) 198Au (5.81 ± 0.02) ×108 - - 

(*): Purity 99.5% 

 

Table 3  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the critical state (C-core) 

 

Reaction Purity (%) 
Measured reaction rate 

[1/s/cm3] 

C/E value 
(ENDF/B-VI.8    
JENDL/D-99) 

115In (n, n') 115mIn - (1.25 ± 0.01) ×105 0.93 ± 0.01 

58Ni (n, p) 58Co - (1.14 ± 0.01) ×105 0.94 ± 0.01 

56Fe (n, p) 56Mn 99.5 (3.67 ± 0.02) ×104 0.04 ± 0.01 

56Fe (n, p) 56Mn 99.99 (1.43 ± 0.02) ×103 0.95 ± 0.02 

27Al (n, α) 24Na - (6.44 ± 0.02) ×102 1.08 ± 0.04 

197Au (n, γ) 198Au - (9.35 ± 0.04) ×107 - 
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Table 4  C/E values of measured and calculated reaction rates in the critical state (A-core) 

 

Reaction 
Measured reaction rate 

[1/s/cm3] 

C/E value 
(ENDF/B-VI.8     
JENDL/D-99) 

115In (n, n') 115mIn (2.11 ± 0.02) ×105 0.87 ± 0.02 

58Ni (n, p) 58Co (1.58 ± 0.01) ×105 1.00 ± 0.02 

56Fe (n, p) 56Mn (**) (1.99 ± 0.02) ×103 0.94 ± 0.03 

27Al (n, α) 24Na (9.86 ± 0.18) ×102 1.07 ± 0.04 

197Au (n, γ) 198Au (5.92 ± 0.02) ×107 1.07 ± 0.04 

(**): Purity 99.99% 

 

 

Table 5  C/E values of measured and calculated (ENDF/B-VI.8 and JENDL/D-99) reaction rates in 

subcritical states (A-core) 

 

Subcriticality 
[%Δk/k] Reaction 

0.05 0.12 0.27 0.59 1.05 

115In (n, n') 115mIn 0.92 ± 0.01 0.94 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.02

56Fe (n, p) 56Mn (**) 1.10 ± 0.02 1.08 ± 0.02 1.04 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.02 1.03 ± 0.03

27Al (n, α) 24Na 1.32 ± 0.02 1.27 ± 0.02 1.31 ± 0.03 1.27 ± 0.04 1.35 ± 0.05

93Nb (n, 2n) 92mNb 1.66 ± 0.05 1.24 ± 0.08 1.17 ± 0.13 1.10 ± 0.11 1.26 ± 0.06

(**): Purity 99.99% 
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Figure captions 

 

Fig. 1  Top view of the KUCA B-core (B3/8”P36EU(3)) in the critical experiment 

Fig. 2  Schematic drawing of the 3/8P”36EU fuel assembly (F; Fig. 1) in the B-core 

Fig. 3  Top view of the KUCA C-core (C35G0(5)) 

Fig. 4  Top view of the KUCA A-core (A1/8”P60EU-EU(3)) in critical and subcritical 

experiments 

Fig. 5  Schematic drawings of fuel assemblies in the A-core (a) 1/8”P60EU-EU fuel 

assembly (f; Fig. 4) and (b) 1/8”P28EU-EU (28; Fig. 4) 

Fig. 6  Activation foils setting at fuel assemblies (a) (15, O) of the B-core in Fig. 1 and (15, 

L) of the A-core in Fig. 4 (Fe, Al, In and x: 10×10×1 mm3; Au: 8 mm dia. and 0.05 

mm thick; x is Ni and Nb in critical and subcritical experiments, respectively) and (b) 

(8, D) of the C-core in Fig. 3 (Fe, Al, In and Ni: 10×10×1 mm3; Au: 8 mm dia. and 

0.05 mm thick; Fe_L: purity 99.5%, Fe_H: purity 99.99%) 

Fig. 7  Neutron spectra at (15, L) in the A-core and (15, O) in the B-core 

Fig. 8  Comparison between measured and calculated Au reaction rate distributions in the 

subcritical state (ρ = 0.12 %Δk/k) of the A-core 

Fig. 9  Comparison between the C/E values of reaction rates in experiments and calculations 

(Table 5) for subcriticality (MeV values in parentheses indicate the threshold energy 

of each foil.) 
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Fig. 1  Top view of the KUCA B-core (B3/8”P36EU(3)) in the critical experiment 
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Fig. 2  Schematic drawing of the 3/8P”36EU fuel assembly (F; Fig. 1) in the B-core 
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Fig. 3  Top view of the KUCA C-core (C35G0(5)) 
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Fig. 4  Top view of the KUCA A-core (A1/8”P60EU-EU(3)) in critical and subcritical 

experiments 
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(a) 1/8”P60EU-EU fuel assembly (f; Fig. 4) 
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(b) 1/8”P28EU-EU fuel assembly (28; Fig. 4) 

 

Fig. 5  Schematic drawings of fuel assemblies in the A-core 
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(a) (15, O) of the B-core in Fig. 1 and (15, L) of the A-core in Fig. 4 (Fe, Al, In and x: 

10×10×1 mm3; Au: 8 mm dia. and 0.05 mm thick; x is Ni and Nb in critical and subcritical 

experiments, respectively) 
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(b) (8, D) of the C-core in Fig. 3 (Fe, Al, In and Ni: 10×10×1 mm3; Au: 8 mm dia. and 0.05 

mm thick; Fe_L: purity 99.5%, Fe_H: purity 99.99%) 

 

Fig. 6  Activation foils setting at fuel assemblies 
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Fig. 7  Neutron spectra at (15, L) in the A-core and (15, O) in the B-core 
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Fig. 8  Comparison between measured and calculated Au reaction rate distributions in the 

subcritical state (ρ = 0.12 %Δk/k) of the A-core 
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Fig. 9  Comparison between the C/E values of reaction rates in experiments and calculations 

(Table 5) for subcriticality (MeV values in parentheses indicate the threshold energy of each 

foil.) 
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